
Innovative, enjoyable, enquiry based with a high element of rigour. Students to have the option to aquire a wide range of knowledge and apply it to all 4 skills in 
preparation for GCSE and beyond.

Spanish Year 8

What are the aims and intentions of this curriculum?

Term Topics Knowledge covered Skills developed Assessment

Autumn 1

   Food and nutrition To describe what you eat
To describe what type of food you like and why
To buy fruit and vegetables and find out how much things cost
To order food and drink
Describing time
Describing meal times

Puedo + infinitive
Present tense greetings
To talk  about the classroom using definite article el/la
Se puede + infinitive
Mas/fem/plural, adjectival agreement
Preterite tense

Unit test all skills

Autumn 2

Food and nutrition Talking about types of food you prefer and why
Writing GCSE style exam prep
Describing a healthy diet
To make give a description of how to make a tortilla in Spanish

Past tense - preterite
Justifications and opinions
TOAST and SCONE
Commands

Unit test all skills

Spring 1

Film Describing character
Physical descriptions
Describing emotion and feeling
Using future tense to predict what will happen next

Adjectival agreement 
Higher order vocabulary
Higher order adjectives and comparatives
Immediate future tense

Unit test all skills

Spring 2

Film Focus on pretertie and imperfect tense
Film descriptions
Film narration
Use of imprefect tense to tell story

Imperfect tense
Preterite tense 
Character, set, techniques description
3 tense revision

Unit test all skills

Summer 1

Holidays Holiday descriptions 
Holiday hotel facilities
Account of a holiday using 4 tenses (build up) 
Present, preterite and imperfect tenses

Preterite, present and imperfect tenses
Se debe + inf
Opinion and justification 

Unit test all skills

Summer 2

Holidays Ideal future holiday writing and speaking practice
Conbining 4 tenses
Expressing opinion and justification 

Real futrue, immediate future, conditional tenses
Adjectives
Opinion and justification
Spontaneous speaking

Unit test all skills


